
 

 

From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  12/1/2018 5:15:38 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

Dear Bro. Rudy & Sis. Erin, 

 

I was saddened by news of the MURDER of Robert David Neal BY THE BEAST. I know, like 

Stephen, he did NOT deserve that. I understand his situation well with my 2 lawsuits poking a 

stick in the BEAST's eye. There is NO AGREEMENT of the Godly WITH The BEAST 

(MATTHEW 12:30; II CORINTHIANS 6:15-16). CORIZON HEALTH INC. and MDOC 

murder with subtle denials of medical treatment, taking away one medical necessity at a time 

until their opponents die of neglect. There are hundreds of horror stories about others who 

blindly fell to this in MI. JEREMIAH 20:11. 

 

Wow! Thanks for the card, last week, from you and Erin. It was the first of the season and a 

reminder of God's Love for all of us. 10-4 on meeting at the finish line. I pray for the Alaskans. 

 

My Brother saved up to send more funds last week. The 20 AUGUST 2018 Money Order was 

cashed by GTL but never put into my account. 

 

Following is an email sent to a MI Christian group who helps us with certain things. We all 

bring into the Light what is done in darkness. 

 

FROM: Gary M. Northington #193035; LCF H/U E2-28; 28 SEP 2018, 15 NOV 2018 

 

TO: MRF DR BADAWI KHADER ABDELLATIF (Dearborn); MRF RN LISA M. ADRAY 

(Lennox); BCHS RN SUBRINA AIKEN (Jackson); DR _______ BROWN, Optometrist 

(Coldwater, (517) ___-____); RONALD W. CHAPMAN (Troy, (248) 644-6326); CORIZON 

HEALTH INC (105 West park, Suite 200, Brentwood, TN 37027, c/o Lawrence Pomeroy, MI 

Ph# (517 or 616 ?) 373-3100); MRF PA KIM R. FARRIS (09 JUN 2016 chest pains); LCF NP 

TAMMY J. KELLEY (Coldwater, (517) 278-6942); CMO DR GARY KIRSTEIN (Lansing); 

MRF PA MARIANNE D. McKISSICK (29 JUL 2016); KEVIN A. McQUILLAN (Troy, (248) 

644-6326); MDOC (Lansing, (517) 363-0270) JAN M. MOTOGLIN, (28 JUL 2016 transfer); 

LCF WARDEN NOAH NAGY (Coldwater, (517) 278-6201); LCF DR MARGARET 

OUELLETTE (Coldwater, (517) 278-6942); DWH DR KEITH PAPPENDICK (Jackson, 

DWH); LCF HUM CHRISTINE M. PIGG (Coldwater, (517) 278-6942); LCF Administrative 

Asst. ROY RURKA (Coldwater, (517) 278-6202); RICHARD D. RUSSELL (Lansing, (517) 

273-3366); MRF DO PATRICIA A. SCHMIDT (on 10 JUN 2016 I said chest pains but not in 

record); KRISTEN SIMMONS (Lansing, (517) 373-6434); CARLY VAN THOMME (Troy, 



(248) 644-6326); MELODY WALLACE (Lansing, (517) 655-4498); Director HEIDI 

WASHINGTON (Lansing, (517) 373-0720); LINDA C. WITTMAN (Lansing, (517) 373-3366) 

 

Following are problems of which CORIZON HEALTH INC. and MDOC STAFF have 

constantly been told by me for years but have deliberately ignored and, except for #1, refused to 

enter into my medical record: 

 

1. "UTILIZATION REVIEW suggested that one eye could have cataract surgery by DR. 

GAGO at DWH" (Chronic Care Visit, 10 JUN 2016). I was supposed to return to Kresge Eye 

Institute in 2016. Why has my follow-up care and cataract surgery not been done? 

 

2. Minutes to days of blindness in right eye after being in sunlight and sometimes haze in both 

eyes. This began on 23 AUGUST 2015 with an originally red but now black floating WEISS 

RING in the right side of my right eye after being in bright sunlight for 2-hours. As of 20 

OCTOBER 2018, a NEW NON-FLOATING BLACK SPOT appeared in center of my right eye 

and KEEPS GETTING LARGER. This is caused by sunlight drying out my vitreous humor due 

to OCCLUSIVE CAROTID DISEASE. Why no testing or referral to a Specialist for treatment? 

 

3. Daily ever-increasing severe angina pain in right chest that radiates to right neck and temple 

from OCCLUDED RIGHT CAROTID ARTERY like pain of my original heart attacks in 

JANUARY to JUNE of 2016. 

 

4. Daily "Dizziness" of my "Chronic Problems" list, nausea, ears ringing at 2,637 and 3,322 

Hertz around 75-decibels and substantial hearing loss. Why is Menieres Disease NOT in my 

Chronic Problems? Why no diagnostic testing or referral to a Specialist for treatment? 

 

5. At 0500 to 0700 hours on most days: my pulse often drops from around 60 BPM to between 

23 to 40 BPM, blood pressure drops to between 50/40 to 70/40 mmHg with dyspnea, profuse 

sweating, and muscles in my jaw and neck become severely tired. This is sometimes followed 

by loss of vision, syncope, then loss of consciousness, and my appendages, face, throat and 

tongue often swell. This often occurs about 15-minutes after eating peanut butter sandwiches, 

bologna sandwiches and soy but ONLY on an empty stomach. See 01 JUNE 2015 and 19 to 26 

JANUARY 2016 Medical Record. This may be a vasovagus response. Why no testing for cause 

or referral to a Specialist for treatment? 

 

6. I get hives, purple skin and profuse sweating, with swelling of appendages, throat and tongue 

upon eating an unknown food or food additive. I get severe hypotension Why haven't I been 

given a patch test or referral to a Specialist to determine cause since 2005? 

 

7. There is drop foot, claudication and partial paralysis of my left leg, severe sharp pains on top 

of my left foot, severe sharp pains on the left of my ankle, and in left front of my lower leg. 

Aforesaid daily causes my left leg to collapse when it occurs. Why has nothing been done about 

this since AUGUST 2013? 

 

8. On 30 JUNE 2014, Acting CMO DO WILLIAM C. BORGERDING issued permanent 

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION for DEEP TOE BOX shoes with no expiration date under 



MEDICAL SHOE GUIDELINES, 5 (MDOC BCHS, MSAC GUIDELINE #1, 22 JUN 2011). 

Why did NP TAMMY J. KELLEY change this to a MEDICAL DETAIL on 11 JULY 2018 

with an expiration date of 11 JULY 2019 for this permanent condition? 

 

9. Cancer Growths on top of my head and left face about 7-years. When will these Growths be 

biopsied and/or removed? 

 

TORTURE IS A CRIME OF 4-YEARS TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT. MCL 750.85. Such 

NAZI-like torture is because I was privy to judges & prosecutors of SE MI taking bribes & 

their conversations thereon; 80% of them do. See YearOfJubile.com. 

Dated: 28 SEP & 15 NOV 2018 /s/ Gary M. Northington 

 

NO KING BUT KING JESUS!!! AMEN 

 


